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Abstract— Dynamic environments that include unstructured
moving objects pose a hard problem for Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) performance. The motion of rigid
objects can be typically tracked by exploiting their texture and
geometric features. However, humans moving in the scene are
often one of the most important, interactive targets – they are
very hard to track and reconstruct robustly due to non-rigid
shapes. In this work, we present a fast, learning-based human
object detector to isolate the dynamic human objects and realise
a real-time dense background reconstruction framework. We go
further by estimating and reconstructing the human pose and
shape. The final output environment maps not only provide the
dense static backgrounds but also contain the dynamic human
meshes and their trajectories. Our Dynamic SLAM system
runs at around 26 frames per second (fps) on GPUs, while
additionally turning on accurate human pose estimation can be
executed at up to 10 fps.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Increasingly, robots are expected to work in close collaboration with humans in dynamic environments. Such collaborative working spaces may contain multiple types of dynamic
objects that invalidate classical SLAM frameworks. Many
recent works [1], [2], [3], [4] have addressed the problem by
attempting to identify and remove the dynamic objects, in
order to apply the classical static SLAM frameworks. These
methods directly remove dynamic objects to improve the
robustness of the front-end visual odometry (VO) and cannot
represent the interactive targets (e.g., humans) of the robot.
The reconstruction of dynamic human object is challenging
for the SLAM system. Because, first, tracking of non-rigid
surfaces poses difficulties for the visual odometry of moving
cameras. Second, non-rigid surface representation is very
expensive for 3D rendering.
In this paper, we focus on the human rich dynamic environments and propose a real-time dynamic SLAM solution
with human object recovery. We firstly follow the human
segment removal idea of PoseFusion (PF) [1] — adopting
learning-based method [5] detect and remove human objects
for precise static background reconstruction. We then recover
them using SMPL [6] human models for robot interaction.
Finally, the recovered meshes, human motion trajectories,
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Fig. 1: Dynamic Scene Reconstruction. Our proposed method
performed dynamic human object removal, tracking and recovery
and static environment mapping in 26 fps. The green line is the
estimated human moving trajectory.

and camera trajectory are presented within the reconstructed
static background maps. Our contributions are:
• A fast learning-based method to track moving humans
and to filter the background’s residual human bodies
(around 26 fps without online mesh rendering).
• An improved loop closure in long distance/large area
dynamic human environments.
• A fast human pose and shape recovering pipeline to
stack the dynamic human meshes with their moving
trajectories.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
A. Dynamic SLAM solutions
Most of the existing dynamic SLAM solutions try to
deal with the dynamic environment problem by finding and
removing dynamic objects. Based on their object recognition
approaches, we divide the current state-of-the-art into motion
segmentation-based and object detection-based methods.
Object detection-based dynamic SLAM methods usually utilize advanced deep learning-based object detectors to
remove dynamic objects, and then enable the classical static
SLAM frameworks in the dynamic environments. Zhang
et al. [1] combined Openpose [7] skeleton estimator into
ElasticFusion (EF) [8] to remove dynamic human body point
clouds in dense background reconstruction. Bescos et al. [2]
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Fig. 2: Approach Flowchart. We adopt a fast Dual Bounding Box (the yellow and red boxes) object detector to separate humans objects
from backgrounds. The segmented human shapes are recovered to human models and finally represented together with reconstructed
backgrounds.

proposed DynaSLAM which applied Mask-RCNN [9] to
detect human objects in RGB images and adopted ORBSLAM2 [10] for camera tracking. The Mask-RCNN outputs
accurate human silhouettes, but it takes abound 300 ms per
frame.
Motion segmentation based approaches attempted to
find dynamic pixels or point clouds rather than recognizing
moving objects. Scona et al. proposed StaticFusion [3] that
combined scene flow computation with EF’s Visual VO
to achieve real-time static background reconstruction in a
small-sized room. Judd et al. provided a multi-object motion
segmentation method in [4], which applied sparse feature
points alignment to separate and track multiple rigid objects.

B. Dynamic Human Reconstruction
The general solution for dynamic object reconstruction
in dynamic environments is to omit the rigid backgrounds
and explicitly model the scene’s non-rigid components. Traditional methods use the pre-scanned template and match
the template to live RGB or RGB-D streams, a recent work
based on this idea is e.g., livecap [11]. They developed the
deep learning framework of template-based human motion
tracking and obtained real-time performance. Another is
the volumetric approach. Newcombe et al. proposed the
first template-free on-the-fly framework in [12] for nonrigid surfaces reconstruction. More recently, SurfelWarp [13]
extended this framework and cut down the memory and
computation cost by employing Surfel rather than a 3D
volume representation.
To deal with the noise and reduce online computation, another group of methods fit learned human models, e.g., SMPLify [6] and SMPL-X [14], to sparse Pose Estimation
results for shape recovery. Kanazawa et al. proposed Human
Mesh Recovery (HMR) [15] which developed a Generative
Adversarial Network to recover 3D SMPL human shapes
from the estimated 2D joint key-points. Based on HMR,
Muhammed et al. developed an efficient Video Inference for
Human shape Estimation (VIBE) [16].

C. Human Shape Recovery within SLAM
In terms of Human Shape Recovery in SLAM applications, there are not many exemplars yet that work robustly.
The first attempt was [17]. The authors take dense RGBD SLAM reconstruction results and SMPL-X human model
as input to generate Offline Static data, which contain
expressive 3D human bodies that naturally interact with the
3D environment. Then, Rosinol et al. proposed a human node
concept in dynamic SLAM scene and a graph CNN approach
to regress SMPL vertices and track the human torsos in
[18]. More recent, Li et al. proposed SplitFusion (SpF) [19]
which, in parallel, reconstructs rigid backgrounds and nonrigid human objects.
Overall, dense key-point tracking based non-rigid dynamic human reconstructing methods such as [19] [12] [13]
are able to show more surface details e.g., hairs, clothes
folds and emotions. However, it’s hard to improve noise
robustness and online efficiency. Model-based human shape
estimation approaches, such as [14] [16] [15] can efficiently
output barebone 3D human meshes with the help of fast
learning-based 2D human pose estimation tools. This scheme
is promising for real-time systems and the basic human
mesh is good enough for Human Robot Interactive (HRI)
applications. However, these model based methods require
rich body joint movement input to ensure accurate whole
body shape recovery. This requirement is usually hard to
satisfy in SLAM systems where human target moves in close
proximity to the mobile robots.
III. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK AND METHODS
In this study, we present a fully automatic system which
simultaneously reconstructs static background and recover
3D dynamic human objects in the environments. To improve
the loop closure performance in dynamic environments, we
integrates BundleFusion [20] as the baseline method. Different from SpF, as a trade-off between real-time performance
and human mesh accuracy, we implement human tracking
in feature-based SLAM and reconstruct dynamic 3D human
silhouette bodies using the model-based method. The method
pipeline is shown in Fig. 2. The various components of the

Algorithm 1 Human Detection and Outlier Filtering
Input: Color image Ci and Depth image Di
Output: Human detection Dh and Filtered background Db
1: h ← human_detection(Ci )
2: for each hti ∈ hi do
3:
Dht , Db ← scene_separation(Di , hti )
4:
htmin , htmax ← compute_histogram(Dht )
5: end for
6: bmin , bmax ← compute_histogram(Di )
7: for each hti ∈ h do
t
t
8:
xtul , yul
, xtlr , ylr
← magnif y_range(λ ∗ hti )
i t i t
t i t
9:
for u ∈ ( xul , xlr ), v ∈ (i yul
, ylr ) do
10:
if Db (u, v) ∈
/ (bmin − 0.1, bmax + 0.1) then
11:
Db (u, v) ← 0
12:
end if
13:
if Dht (u, v) ∈
/ (htmin − 0.2, htmax + 0.2) then
14:
Db (u, v) ← Dht (u, v)
15:
Dht (u, v) ← 0
16:
end if
17:
end for
18: end for

pipeline are detailed in the following section: 1) we adopt
a fast Bounding Box (BBox) object detector to separate
humans from backgrounds (Section III-A); 2) we remove
and track the moving human objects for static backgrounds
reconstruction using a dual BBox method (Section III-B); 3)
finally the separated human segments are fed into 2D pose
and 3D shape estimation (Section III-C).
A. Fast Human Detection and Outlier Filtering
An RGB-D stream is taken as input, where the image
pair is denoted as fi = (Ci , Di ), where Ci : Ω → R3 and
Di : Ω → R stand for the i-th color image and depth image,
respectively. Ω ⊂ R2 is the image domain. Fig. 2 shows
the system framework, each human body is detected by a
learning-based algorithm, and human detection is refined
based on geometric relationship. The RGB frame Ci is first
input into YOLOv4 [5] for human detection. YOLOv4 is
a one-stage detection method that can detect 80 types of
objects in the RGB image. To speed up object detection as
much as possible, we applied an accelerated implementation
of YOLOv4 named tkDNN. It speeds up the inference of
YOLOv4 while maintaining accuracy.
Once the object is detected, the categories, bounding
boxes, and confidence of all objects in the scene can be
derived. The bounding box is composed of the coordinate
values of the upper left point (xul , yul ) and the lower right
point (xlr , ylr ) in the image plane. We store N bounding
boxes containing human bodies with confidence c > 0.5
as a set hi = {h1i , h2i , ..., hN
i }, where N is the number of
t i t i t
humans detected in Ci . We use hti = (i xtul ,i yul
, xlr , ylr ) to
represent the t-th bounding box in hi . The detected human
body is treated as the non-rigid object in our framework,
which is only used for human motion tracking and recovery.
The static part will be used for performing SLAM.

However, it is not feasible to remove the range of the
human body in the depth image directly based on the
detection results in the RGB image. The reasons are as
follows:
• The object detector may output an incomplete bounding
box of human detection.
• The depth image and color image are not strictly
aligned, which may lead to the human bodies’ residual.
• The high-speed movement of the human and the depth
camera results in the blur of the captured image, and
the depth ranging based on ToF will be disturbed.
To deal with these problems, we remove the remnant
outliers based on geometric features in the depth image.
Considering that the outliers are near the bounding boxes
hi , their depth values must be close to the human body. We
use histogram statistics to detect abnormal depth values. The
data distribution of the human part will differ significantly
from the background. We first divide Di into background Db
and human parts based on hi . Each human part is denoted
by Dht . Then, we can get the histograms of Db and each
Dht . For the interval with the most occurrences, we use it as
the principal component of Db and each Dht . It means that
the depth of Db is mainly in interval (bmin , bmax ), and each
Dht is mainly in interval (htmin , htmax ). To preserve more
background details, we filter the abnormal depth near each
hti and recover parts of the background. More specifically,
we extend the filtering range to λ ∗ hti to filter boundary
depth residuals. λ is an experimentally selected constant.
After the above steps, the filtered background Db is used for
performing SLAM. The human detection Dh is input to the
next step. The pseudocode for human detection and outlier
filtering is presented in Algorithm 1.
B. Human motion tracking
Human motion tracking aims to find the movement
trajectory of each human character during SLAM. From
the previous stage, we have the human detection Dh and
filtered background Db . We firstly estimate the camera pose
in the world coordinate system Fw . The initial position of
the camera is taken as the origin of Fw . Then, we calculate
the position of each human in the camera coordinate system
Fc . Based on temporal and spatial patterns, we finally get
the movement trajectory of each human.
Following the RGB-D fusion framework [20], the camera
pose Ti ∈ SE(3) is estimated by using an efficient global
pose algorithm. Ti denotes a 4 × 4 rigid transformation
relative to Fw . It is formulated as an optimization problem
of sparse features and dense photometric and geometric
constraints. The Ti can be solved from the energy function:
Ti = arg min{ws Es (Ti ) + wd Ed (Ti )}
Ti

(1)

in which Es (Ti ) is sparse term for coarse alignment, Ed (Ti )
is the dense term for refined alignment, and ws and wd
are weights corresponding to the sparse and dense term,
respectively. This energy function is solved by a GPU-based
algorithm [20]. Our method only estimates the camera pose

in the filtered background Db so that we can get the robust
motion estimation.
Then, the position of each human relative to Fc is calculated. We use the center point of each ht as the reference.
Instead of directly extracting the depth values of the center
point in the depth frame, we calculate the average depth
values dm in each Dht . The reasoning is that the center point
is not necessarily located on the human body when it is not
upright, such as in a sitting pose. The 3D center point pc
relative to Fc is defined in homogeneous coordinates and
computed by the pinhole camera model:
yul + ylr − 2cy
xul + xlr − 2cx
dm ,
dm , dm , 1)T
2fx
2fy
(2)
where fx , fy , cx , cy are the intrinsic parameters of the camera. Each pc relative to Fw in the i-th frame can be calculated
as:
pc = (

i w
pc

= Ti pc

(3)

After these steps, we can get the position of each human
body during SLAM. However, it cannot generate a continuous trajectory. We only get a series of discrete key points;
these points do not correspond to each human body. The
reason is that the hi calculated at each moment does not
contain a unique identity. The human body represented by
hti and hti−1 in the last time may be different. To address this,
we design a heuristic to generate a continuous trajectory for
each human character. We assume that if the center point of
hti and hti−1 are closest, they represent the same human.

where Rx,θ represents a rotation of angle θ about the current
x-axis and θ = 180. After we have inferred Thw and the
human model, it can be recovered in the static reconstruction.
IV. E XPERIMENTS R ESULTS AND E VALUATIONS
We evaluate the proposed approach under three metrics:
visual odometry, scene mapping and time efficiency. To
ensure the scalability of the method to different application
scenarios, we test it on both benchmark dynamic SLAM data
sets and real world environments. The public data sets used
include:
1) TUM RGB-D SLAM data set [21]: A benchmark
containing RGB-D and ground-truth data for the evaluation
of VO and visual SLAM systems – the fr3 sequences
are iconic and one of the earliest dynamic SLAM scene
standards, complete with online evaluation tools [22].
2) HRPSlam humanoids robot dynamic SLAM dataset
[23]: The first humanoid robot dynamic SLAM data set,
HRPSlam2 (23543 frames, 879.2 seconds) scene is very challenging, as it involves several cases of robot’s falling and reinitializing. These sudden motions caused by the robot falling
and the discontinuity of visual information predicated higher
camera relocation and global loop closure requirements for
SLAM approaches.
In addition, the real-world AIRS indoor dynamic scenes,
shown in Fig. 1 and 6, are captured with an Azure Kinect
sensor. All the reported results were obtained on a desktop
with Intel CoreT M i9-9980XE CPU @ 3.00 GHz × 36, 128
GB System memory and Four GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPUs.
TABLE I: Absolute Trajectory Error RMSE (cm)

C. Human Shape Recovery in Static Reconstruction
We use a model-based method to recover the human body.
Following the human recovery framework VIBE [16], we use
the SMPL model to express the human shape and pose. The
2D human joint is estimated in the range of each hti based
on Openpose [7]. Each human joint is projected to 3D planes
to find the orientation of the human body. Then, the SMPL
model’s parameters are estimated based on pose prior and
shape prior. After the above steps, each human’s model can
be recovered. However, the recovered model does not yet
contain spatial information. To recover the human model in
static reconstruction, we must find their spatial relationship,
which we represent by a transformation matrix Thw .
The human’s base coordinate system Fh is located in
their waist. It has the same x-axis orientation as Fw , but the
y-axis and z-axis are reversed. So we firstly rotate Fh by 180
degrees about the current x-axis to make Fh and Fw the same
direction. The human model output by VIBE is inferenced
in Fc . To get the posture of the human model under Fw ,
we then rotate it based on camera pose’s rotation part
Ri ∈ SO(3). Finally, we displace Fh according to human’s
3D center point i pw
c under Fw . The final transformation is
computed as:


Ri Rx,θ i pw
c
Thw =
(4)
0
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A. Visual Odometry Evaluations
The SLAM solution’s VO is usually evaluated by the
camera tracking Absolute Trajectory Errors (ATE). We compute ATE’s root-mean-square deviation (RSME) via the tools
in [22]. We compared the proposed method with state-of-theart (SOTA) dynamic environment reconstruction methods:
DynaSLAM, StaticFusion (SF), PoseFusion (PF) and the
baseline approach BundleFusion (BF).
Table I shows the VO performances on TUM data set
sequences (the sequences start from f r) and HRPSlam
[23] RGB-D data sets. The first two f r1 sequences are
static environments. All the methods achieve very small
errors, which indicate that all methods work equally well
in static environments. Note that ours and BF have the
same error values in static scenes since we adopted BF
as the basic method. The lower three rows are dynamic
sequences. In TUM dynamic sequence fr3/walking_xyz, our
proposed method achieves 5.1 cm ATE, which is better than

Fig. 3: Absolute Trajectory Errors (m) comparison in HRPSlam2 sequence. The shaded areas indicate the five times camera was violently
disturbed from robot falling. Our method achieved the smallest errors amonst the online SLAM methods and succeeded in camera relocation
under difficult fall scenarios.

Fig. 4: The ATE of SOTA SLAM methods in the TUM f r3
dynamic sequence. Our method ATE was close to PF and better
than SF.

SF’s 9.2 cm (see the red curve in Fig. 4). Without the
Dual-BBox algorithm, the ATE degrades to 5.9 cm. These
results indicate that the proposed Dual-BBox strategy (we
set λ = 1.2 in TUM and HRPSlam experiments, it costs
3.5 ms per frame) efficiently improves the VO performance
to the SOTA level. PF spent more than 500 ms on human
3D point cloud segmentation to obtain 4.8 cm ATE. For the
other SOTA methods, DynaSLAM achieved the best camera
tracking result of 1.7 cm since it spends much time on
accurate human mask segmentation. BF result is not shown
since it failed in this sequence. The reason is that BF divides
front-end VO and back-end global loop closure into two
pipelines run on two separate GPUs. This framework design
greatly improves global mapping performance in large room
size scenes.
The plots in Fig. 3 shows the ATE values along with
the frame IDs in HRPSlam2 whole sequence. The curves
of different colors stand for: Our method (red), DynaSLAM
(purple), StaticFusion (blue) and BundleFusion (green). Note
that the ATE trajectories started from a non-zero offset since
the evaluation tool [22] tried to align the whole global
trajectories to the GTs. HRPSlam2.1 is the sequence before
the robot first fall of HRPSlam2. All five methods are able to
track the camera pose in this sequence, but in the following

sequence, the method without robust camera repositioning
fails. In this difficult scene, as our method applied advanced
dynamic object detection and removal technique, VO errors are competitive to the other SOTA online methods. It
achieved 10.8 cm ATE which is better than BF (34.5 cm) and
SF (174 cm), as evidenced in the reconstructed maps (Fig. 8).
Offline approach DynaSLAM obtained a smaller RMSE
error of 5.4 cm with the help of Mask-RCNN’s careful
human silhouette segmentation. The PF camera tracking
comprehensively fails after the humanoids falling at frame
5480 and it cannot re-locate the camera pose after the fall.
There are two reasons to this. Firstly, PF applied Openpose
as human object key-point detector, but it failed to find
the human objects without heads (In HRPSlam, the camera
is mounted on the robot facing the ground). Secondly, PF
and SF are based on the ElasticFuison [8] framework. They
emphasize local small area loop closure, but they lack robust
global loop detection back-ends.
We evaluate the scene reconstruction performance of the
dense SLAM methods from two aspects. The first is the
performance of human object representation. The second is
the ability to close the global loop in dynamic scenes.
B. Human Object Representation Evaluations
SplitFusion (SpF) and our method has the ability to
simultaneously recover human shape and static backgrounds.
SpF implements a VO and non-rigid tracking parallel
pipeline. Its VO thread is exactly the same as PF, thus, its
static background reconstruction performance is similar to
ours. For the foreground human objects, SpF reconstructs
the human mesh via non-rigid tracking, while we replace the
human object by the estimated SMPL mesh. The proposed
approach is superior to SpF in three perspectives. Firstly,
Fig. 5 shows the f r3_walking_xyz sequence scene reconstructions, from which it can be found that SpF non-rigid
tracker can not track fast-moving objects, e.g., calves, feet,
and hands, while our model-based method represents the
complete human shapes, see the red circle area. Moreover,
SpF cannot distinguish connected objects, for instance, the
chair was fused into the green human object. Such mesh
representation is hard to recognize as an interactive target. As
a comparison, our method output complete and clear human
meshes. In addition, our method can effectively track moving

Ours

SplitFusion

Fig. 5: Reconstruction results on fr3_walking_xyz sequence of TUM dataset. The input images are as same as Fig. 2. On the left, our
method outputs complete and clear human meshes. On the right, SpF failed to track the fast subject (see missing feet circled in red). In
addition, it cannot distinguish connected objects, e.g., in the blue circle, the chair was fused into the green human mesh.

(a) AIRS scene

(b) AIRS scene trajectories

(c) TUM f r3 scene

(d) TUM f r3 trajectories

Fig. 6: Scenes reconstruction with human meshes and trajectories. (a), AIRS room scene. (b), the estimated trajectories in (a). (c), TUM
f r3 scene, three recovered meshes for each object were represented to show their motions. (d), human object trajectories of (c).

human targets by BBox center trajectory. As shown in Fig. 6,
the two examples of AIRS and TUM scenes demonstrate
that our method can insert a recovered human subject at a
location along the estimated trajectory. In (a), we inserted the
objects to their last seen positions; the 2D estimated object
trajectories together camera’s were plotted in (b). In the TUM
scene (c), we represented three recovered meshes for each
object to show their pose changes. Since TUM camera moved
in a vertical plane, it was not plotted in (d).
C. Scene Reconstruction Evaluations
Our Dynamic environment mapping performance of a
real dynamic scene is shown in Fig. 1. This sequence was
captured in AIRS using an Azure Kinect RGB-D sensor.
The proposed method performed dynamic human object
removal, static environment mapping, and human object
tracking and recovery at 21 fps, with the green line indicating
the recovered human motion trajectory. Next, Fig. 7 captures
the results of another AIRS dynamic scene reconstruction
with multiple moving subjects. For SF, BF, and our proposed
method, the mapping proceedings are shown. As DynaSLAM
is an online VO and offline mapping approach, in the second
row, only the feature-based camera tracking processes are
shown. SF kept VO accuracy in the first 300 frames (image
1 to 2, third row), but it did not achieve sufficient loop closure
to maintain global mapping. The moving objects in the third
image result in a big VO drift error for BF, it then reduced
these drift by global loop closure after the objects moving
out of view. Our method removed the moving human objects
simultaneously with local mapping. Therefore, we kept VO

TABLE II: Computation Speed fps of TUM Database
DynaSLAM
1.58

SpF
0.2-

SF
16.74

PF
0.3-

BF
24.04(37.89)

Ours
25.84

robustness and further improved the mapping results using
BF’s key-frame strategy.
The mapping performance of the HRPSlam2 scene in Fig.
8 clearly demonstrates the global loop closure capability of
these methods in a dynamic environment. See the first image,
The trajectory of SF cannot be aligned with GT. Because it
cannot re-locate itself after the camera tracking fails. In the
second image, BF lost robustness in dynamic environments.
However, with closed-loop detection, It realigned the camera
pose to GT trajectory several times when the obstacle moved
away, see the long slash lines. DynaSLAM remained robust
VO performance, except for the failure in the full occlusion
case that happened at HRPSlam2 dataset Frame 18570. To
reduce the influence of the dynamic humans on the closedloop detection, 1) we developed YOLOv4 based dual-BBox
human object detector, which enhanced the human detection
robustness in such a not full body visible scene. 2) We
selected BF as the basic approach, the advanced key-frame
processing and storing strategies contribute to reliable global
loop closure. With these two improvements, our method
accomplished excellent camera re-location and continue the
mapping system even under difficult fall scenarios plus full
occlusion case.

Frame ID
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360

770

1146

RGB input

DynaSLAM

SF

BF

Ours

Fig. 7: AIRS real dynamic scene reconstruction proceedings. As DynaSLAM is an online VO and offline mapping approach, the camera
tracking with sparse ORB feature points are shown with frame IDs. For SF, BF, and our proposed method, the resultant mappings are
shown. Please refer to text for discussion of the results

Fig. 8: Mapping performances in HRPSlam2 sequence that contains difficult humanoid robot falling cases. From left to right: SF performed
wrong loop detection; BF VO failed in dynamic scene, but it re-located the camera pose after humans moving away. DynaSLAM also
failed in the robot fall near the end; Our method accomplished excellent re-location and mapping results. For the details please refer to
Section IV-A.

D. Time Cost Evaluations
The online processing fps comparison is shown in Tab. II.
The first four methods use a single GPU and BF uses two
GPUs. The fps of SpF and PF depend on the situations within
the dynamic scenes. For SpF, the frames containing complex
non-rigid motions cost more computation time; for PF, the
number of human objects and visible body joints result in
lower fps performance. In the TUM dynamic sequence, SpF
is lower than 0.2 fps, and PF is lower than 0.3 fps on average.
DynaSLAM spends more than 500 ms on Mask-RCNN 2D
human object segmentation, and then applies ORB based VO
front end for camera tracking. BF performed at 37.89 fps
in static scenes, e.g., f 1/xyz, but it drops to 24 fps in a
dynamic scene since the back-end loop detector fails when it
tries to close the loop in dynamic environments. Our method
achieved 25.84 fps in the TUM dataset which contains two
fast-moving human objects (see Fig. 6 (c) and (d)) and 27.79
fps in HRPSlam dataset which contain five moving humans
(see Fig. 8). Our real-time performance in such hard dynamic
scenes benefits from speed-up resulting from the usage of
four-GPU – here, we adopted BF’s dual-GPU system design
as a basic supplemented with a YOLOv4 based dual-BBox
human object detector and SMPL model-based human mesh
recovery pipeline.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a real-time dense RGB-D SLAM
approach for reconstructing accurate static backgrounds together with representing human pose and shape in dynamic
humans environment. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first SLAM approach that provides both static backgrounds and dynamic human objects in real-time. The whole
system runs at 26 fps without online GUI rendering (21 fps
with GUI). The represented human mesh is also directly
amenable to be deployed for human-robot collaborative locomanipulation with mobile robots to efficiently reason over
target actions in unknown dynamic environments. Future
research directions include involving temporal coherence to
refine the estimated 3D human shape and optimizing the loop
detector by considering environment semantic information.
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